
WE INSPIRE THE FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY
Partnering with our customers
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WHO WE ARE

We are world leaders in the field of industrial automation.

Our offerings include technologies and systems for the production 
of electric vehicles, hybrid and traditional vehicles, a full range of 
industrial robots, collaborative and wearable robotic solutions, 
autonomous vehicles for logistics, dedicated machining centers, 
and assistance and maintenance services. 

Due to our efforts in the field of innovation and by constantly 
following market trends, we guarantee our customers the latest 
expertise in electrification and digital transformation. 

With over 45 years of experience, a strong presence 
in the main industrialized countries, and thanks to a network 
of 50+ distributors, we help companies of all sizes and in 
any sector achieve their goals.
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Our learning factory, the Comau Academy, was 
founded in 2007. In its first year of operation, 400 
employees were trained in project management skills 
to improve the company’s operational performance. 
12 years later, the Academy serves over 15,000 people 
annually. Its vast offerings in the field of training for 
companies, professionals and talented young people is 
the result of collaboration with universities and highly 
prestigious international training bodies.

Thanks to the use of e.DOTM, the articulated, 
portable and open source robot developed by 
Comau, and the e.DOTM Experience training program, 
students and professionals learn STEM subjects, 
soft skills and the notions of industrial culture 
in an engaging way.

ELECTRIFICATIONINNOVATION AND DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION

We are able to follow the entire electrification process 
thanks to a portfolio of innovative products and process 
technologies that support the transformation and use of 
electricity. We offer modular, scalable and effective 
solutions for complete coverage of automation 
production needs.

Electrification Key Figures:

• 3 research centers (China, USA, Italy)
• +70 Electrification Projects worldwide
• +200 dedicated resources in Electromobility

We are convinced that innovation guides 
the industrial sector towards excellence.

We have made open automation easier and 
more accessible, in addition to highly intuitive 
and fully interconnected.

Our HUMANufacturing approach sees humans 
at the center of the smart factory, where robots 
and industrial machines collaborate safely with 
operators and intelligent production systems, 
thanks to the aid of wearable technologies and digital 
solutions.

With our innovative in.Grid infrastructure we deliver 
a multi-competence platform able to improve 
manufacturing performance, process simplification, and 
data analytics through the application of IoT technologies.
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